
John Green’s Crash Course on Romeo and Juliet –  

“Of Pentameter & Bear Baiting - Romeo & Juliet Part I: Crash Course English Literature #2” 

Please write answer in complete sentences including the signal stems from the questions. 

1) Difference b/w original story of Romeo and Juliet and Shakespeare’s version? 

2) What is “courtship language” and what poet is associated with this kind of language? 

3) Why did Shakespeare often set his plays outside of England?  Why is Italy appropriate as the 

setting for Romeo and Juliet? 

4) What thematic questions does Romeo and Juliet evoke? 

5) Characteristics of Aristotelian tragedy?  Why is Romeo and Juliet particularly complex as a 

tragedy? 

6)  What does the term “star-crossed lovers” mean?  What is another way to explain this 

phenomenon? 

7) What is the difference between poetry and prose?  When does Shakespeare use prose in his plays?   

8) What is the rhythm of the poetry in Romeo and Juliet called?  When does Shakespeare 

intentionally alter this beat, and how is this alteration thematically significant? 

9) Three characteristics of Elizabethan theater.  
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